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NFL Draft 2019 Scouting Report: WR Stanley Morgan 

Jr., Nebraska 

*WR grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day workouts, Wonderlic test 

results leaked, etc. We will update ratings as new info becomes available. 

*WR-B stands for "Big-WR," a classification we use to separate the more physical, downfield/over-the-

top, heavy-red-zone-threat-type WRs. Our WR-S/"Small-WRs" are profiled by our computer more as slot 

and/or possession-type WRs who are typically less physical and rely more on speed/agility to operate 

underneath the defense and/or use big speed to get open deep...they are not used as weapons in the red 

zone as much.  

  

One of the most ‘professional’-style WR prospects in the 2019 NFL Draft is Nebraska’s Stanley Morgan. 

‘Professional’ in that he has two skills that many other WR prospects in his size range do not have (or at 

least to the degree Morgan does) – a combination of good-to-great route running ability and terrific 

hands. 

The even better thing about Morgan’s route running is that his ability to get open happens ‘over-the-

middle’…where a lot of ‘big name’ wide receivers are afraid to work, and where their skills diminish even 

more when ‘in traffic’ worried about the hit they’re going to take. 

Morgan has very nice agility – he can stop and cut on a dime. He has the second fastest three-cone time 

(6.78) among all WR prospects at the NFL Combine, a hair away from #1 (Miles Boykin at 6.77). Morgan 

can run that sprint off the snap for 5+ yards and then just stop dead and turn for the incoming pass 

before the CB can recover, about as well as any WR in this draft. Even (then) Ohio State elite CB Denzel 

Ward, in 2017, couldn’t stop Morgan’s dart and stop and turn catches. Morgan also has a knack for 

finding space over the middle, especially in zone coverage, and making himself available to his 

quarterback. 

Combine that cut ability with really great hands – snatches passes with ease, catching them with his 

hands at angles like a professional wide receiver – and you have a very simple, dangerous, ‘QB’s best 

friend’ type NFL receiver. 

But it goes another level better than that… Morgan also has a bigger body/frame for that short 

game/underneath WR role. Plus, when Morgan makes his cut and catches his stop and turn pass, he 

becomes a runner and he’s not easy to tackle. He’s like a nice NFL RB after the catch. He gave the 

aforementioned Denzel Ward/2017 and Ohio State CBs, again in 2018 fits trying to cover him and then 

tackle him…Ward/Ohio State CBs were either dragged for yards or just bounced off Morgan too many 

times. *Focusing on Ohio State because that was by far the toughest matchups in his career. The past 

two seasons vs. Ohio State: 3-30-1 (2017) and 7-87-0 (2018). 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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Someone mentioned to me ‘Robert Woods’ as who they thought of watching Morgan – and it made 

sense when he said it. A bigger-framed, stronger Robert Woods. 

Morgan is not a perfect prospect. In those same Ohio State games, I studied, I noted that he had 

difficulty separating on deeper pass plays. The OSU DBs locked Morgan down on deep plays, for the 

most part. If Morgan stays to his bread and butter in the NFL, playing a shorter and medium game, 

separation deeper won’t matter as much. 

Stanley Morgan is just good at being a pitch and catch, quarterback’s best friend type of wide receiver. 

If he gets with a real QB/passing game and becomes the BFF option – he’ll thrive at the next level. If he 

works with a stuffy offense and weak QB, and the team just sends Morgan deep down the sidelines too 

much…he’ll be forgotten. 

Morgan has a tough background – dad was in jail, etc., but that seems to have fueled him more 

than negatively affected him. He has a leader personality but is also a little cocky/showy. An NFL: locker 

room will probably knock that out of him, because it’s not over-the-top, but you can see hints of it -

- and prospective NFL teams might not like it if they see it in the personal interviews pre-draft. On 2017, 

Morgan was arrested for possession of marijuana. Morgan doesn’t seem to be an off-field issue, but 

there are small red flags in his personality that are likely driving down his draft stock. 

  

  

Stanley Morgan Jr., Through the Lens of Our WR Scouting Algorithm: 
 

When Morgan worked with more pro-style/fringe pro prospect QB Tanner Lee (in 2017) – he scored 10 

TDs…catching 10 of the 23 TDs for the Cornhuskers that season, a nice TD share/rate. In 2018, Morgan 

worked with more of a runner-passer QB, and the Nebraska passing game dipped a bit, but Morgan 

caught 7 TDs, which was still nice proportionally (starting QB threw 17 TDs on the season). 

Under two different coaches, offenses, QB styles the past two seasons… 

61 rec., 986 yards, 10 TDs = 2017 

70 rec., 1,004 yards, 7 TDs = 2018 

Very consistent production under changing circumstances and with Morgan known to be ‘the guy’ 

among the WRs. 

Facing Ohio State 2x, Michigan, Penn State 2x, and Iowa 2x the past two seasons (7 games total), 

Morgan averaged a respectable 4.9 rec., 74.0 yards, 0.57 TDs per game. 

  

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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2019 NFL Combine Measurables… 

6’0”/202, 9.8” hands, 33.4” arms 

4.52 40-time, 2.66 20-yard, 1.58 10-yard 

4.13 shuttle, 6.78 three-cone (2nd best among WRs at the Combine) 

14 bench reps, 38.5 vertical, 10’5” broad jump 

 

 

The Historical WR Prospects to Whom Stanley Morgan Jr. Most Compares Within Our 

System: 

 

We mentioned Robert Woods prior, as a visual comp, but the computer didn’t see it.  

I like the Zay Jones comp a lot – a reliable, short/underneath worker who a quarterback can trust. I like 

the Steve Smith comp because he was one of the original ‘reliable’ WRs as the heavier passing games 

emerged. 

  

WR 
Score 

Draft 
Yr. 

Last First College H H W Power 
Strngth 
Metric 

Speed 
Agility 
Metric 

Hands 
Metric 

8.269 2019 Morgan Stanley Nebraska 6 0.0 202 9.26 8.45 9.61 

9.473 2017 Jones Zay East Carolina 6 2.1 201 8.53 10.54 10.55 

8.790 2006 Jennings Greg W. Michigan 5 11.0 197 9.93 12.81 9.91 

9.763 2007 Smith Steve USC 5 11.8 197 8.67 11.83 8.64 

6.868 2009 Ogletree Kevin Virginia    6 0.4 196 7.15 11.37 7.86 

6.325 2011 Moore Denarius Tennessee 5 11.6 194 7.36 10.95 7.39 

 

*A score of 7.0+ is where we start to take a Small-WR prospect more seriously. A score of 8.50+ is where 

we see a stronger correlation of a Small-WR going on to become NFL good/great/elite. A score of 10.00+ 

is more rarefied air in our system and indicates a greater probability of becoming an elite NFL Small-

WR. 

All of the WR ratings are based on a 0–10 scale, but a player can score negative, or above a 10.0 in 

certain instances. 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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Overall WR score = A combination of several on-field performance measures, including refinement for 

strength of opponents faced, mixed with all the physical measurement metrics, and rated historically in 

our database. 

“Power-Strength” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding physical size profiling, bench press 

strength, etc.  High scorers here project to be more physical, better blockers, and less injury-prone. 

“Speed-Agility” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding speed, agility, physical size, mixed with 

some on-field performance metrics. High scorers here project to have a better YAC and show 

characteristics to be used as deep threats/to create separation. 

“Hands” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding on-field performance in college, considering 

the strength of opponents played. Furthermore, this data considers some physical profiling for hand size, 

etc. High scorers here have a better track record of college statistical performance. Everything 

combining to project catch-abilities for the next level. 

 

 

2019 NFL Draft Outlook: 

Everywhere I look, I see Morgan with 6th-7th+ round grades…which is shocking to me. He’s definitely 

better than a #200+ pick, but I suspect he will be a later pick because the consensus usually rules. 

Somehow, I bet he sneaks inside the top 200 before it’s all over. He’s too good a pro designed type WR 

prospect to go too unnoticed. 

If I were an NFL GM, I’m all over Morgan if he falls later in the draft. He’s a steal after pick #200. A.J. 

Brown or Stanley Morgan? Morgan…especially for the price. I’d trust Morgan more than Brown to make 

big catch underneath. Brown is built like a tank, though…and Morgan smaller, better agility/better 

hands tank. 

 

NFL Outlook:    

Morgan could very well fall through the cracks in this draft…and in the NFL. He has a certain set of skills, 

and if an NFL team can’t utilize them…then he’ll be that guy who makes a play in practice or preseason 

game but never becomes the worker bee he could be on Sundays. Hopefully, he gets a fair shot…but it 

might take a few years. It took Robert Woods several years and switching offenses/teams, etc., before 

he got any respect.  

 

 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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